Government of Nepal
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies

Nepal's Increased Sustainable Tea Exports Project
Vacancy Announcement

The first date of the publication: January 14, 2021 (2077.10.01)

Tea is prioritized as one of the export potential products of Nepal. Nepal Trade Integration Strategy (NTIS, 2016) and
National Export Strategy (NES 2017) focus on improving Nepali tea quality with a view to increasing export revenues,
diversifying export destinations and leveraging opportunities in the international market for each production grade.
More specifically, the NES identifies voluntary organic certification, supported by a traceability system throughout
the production, as one of the key success factors for Nepal’s tea sector in the global market.
Nepal's Increased Sustainable Tea Exports Project (Nov 2020- Jun 2023) is designed with the overarching objective of
increasing Nepali tea’s exports in a sustainable manner. With the financial support from Enhanced Integrated
Framework (EIF), the project is implemented by the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies in collaboration
with National Tea and Coffee Development Board and other partners. The project seeks application from
prospective candidates for the following positions no later than 15 days from the first date of publication of this
notice.
1. National Project Coordinator

2. Monitoring and Reporting Officer

Academic qualification:


Master’s Degree in Agriculture, or Economics or
Management with specialized knowledge in horticulture,
agriculture economics, agriculture business management,
trade economics and international trade.
Experience:





Academic qualification:


Master’s Degree in Management or
Economics with specialization in
Trade
Experience:
 At least five years of experience in
trade promotion sector;
At least ten years of experience in agriculture;
 Experiences of working in donorAt least seven years of proven, practical experience in value
funded project involving multiple
chain of tea and trade promotion programme with three
stakeholders would be an advantage.
years' experience in managerial position;
Experiences of managing complex, and large donor-funded
project involving multiple stakeholders would be an
advantage.

Documents to be attached with the application:
1. Maximum of two pages of strategy (based on the project document and given ToR) that candidate will adopt
to achieve the desired results of the project (In Times New Roman, font size 12, single line space, standard
format and indentation)
2. Curriculum Vitae with two referees from previous organizations;
Selection process:
Selection process will encompass three stages; namely shortlisting, presentation and interview. Only shortlisted
candidates will be contacted and included in the next stages of selection process.
Application must be submitted via email at info@moics.gov.np and nistep@moics.gov.np within 15 days (28
January, 2021 by 16:00hr Nepal Time). The applications received after the given time will not be included in the
selection process. For further inquiries please contact at 014211460. The notice, project document and ToR can be
accessed at www.moics.gov.np and www.teacoffee.gov.np.

Terms of Reference (ToR)
National Project Coordinator

I.

Position Information

Job Title: National Project Coordinator

Duty Station: NTCDB

Project name: Nepal's Increased Sustainable
Tea Exports
II.

Background Information

Tea is prioritized as one of the export potential products of Nepal by the Nepal Trade Integration
Strategy (NTIS, 2016); National Export Strategy (NES 2017) and as a major crop by the
Agriculture Development Strategy (ADS, 2015-2035). Nepali tea has demonstrated great domestic
and international market potential. The sector possesses the potential as an important contributor
to Nepal's inclusive economic growth and rural employment.The Tea Sector Export Strategy of
Nepal was developed under the aegis of the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies
(MoICS), with the financial support and technical assistance of the ITC. The National Export
Strategy focuses on improving Nepali tea quality with a view to increasing export revenues,
diversifying export destinations and leveraging opportunities in the international market for each
production grade.
More specifically,on improving quality and compliance to meet market demand, the National
Export Strategy identifies voluntary Organic certification, supported by a traceability system
throughout the production, as one of the key success factors for Nepal’s tea sector in the global
market. The Strategy further recommends to set up quality assurance program and traceability. The
proposed Project seeks to address the need for a traceability system and to further Organic
certification of Nepali tea.Nepal's Increased Sustainable Tea Exports Project (2020-2023) is
designed with the overarching objective of increasingNepali tea’s exports in a sustainable
manner.With the financial support from Enhanced Integrated Framework (EIF), the project will be
implemented by MoICS in collaboration with National Tea and Coffee Development Board
(NTCDB) and other partners.
III.

Functions / Key Results Expected

The overall responsibilities of the assignment are to:


Prepare, with due consultation with the MoICS and NTCDB, annual workplan, budget and
monitoring plan;



Prepare all necessary documents and processes for the meeting of Project Steering Committee;



Coordinate, manage and monitor the implementation of the project activities;



Support the MoICS and NTCDB to procure goods and services in accordance to the approved
annual work plan and implementation plan;



Under the guidance of the MoICS, carry out day to day administration and management of the
project;



Analyze and carry out research on key/emerging issues in global tea trade outlook and provide
expert advices to MoICS and NTCDB with practical recommendations to benefit from international
trade;
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Collaborate with TEPC and other international organizations to improve market access of Nepali
tea in the international markets;



Analyse the trend of international market, trade regime and standards of tea; and identify the key
areas of policy intervention to enhance our export;



Provide technical support, analysis and guidance to MoICS and NTCDB in consultation with
relevant GoN agencies, private sector organizations and international organizations;



Liaise with the relevant departments and personnel in MoICS, NTCDB and line ministries in project
implementation;



Coordinate capacity building activities with national and international training service providers,



Coordinate and facilitate regular field monitoring visits to the project areas;



Provide all necessary information to the EIF ES and UNOPS (ElF TFM) monitoring missions, and
facilitate such missions;



Prepare financial and technical progress report in line with the project document and the MoU
between MoICS and UNOPS;



Monitoring the progress of implementation of project activities and key event schedules
observing the work-plans and set deadlines including monitoring of the financial resources
and accounting to ensure accuracy and reliability of financial reports



Support to ensure conduct financial audit;



Support MoICS policy level in trade promotion and trade intelligence;



Report to the Project Focal Points of MoICS and NTCDB;



Be accountable with the MoICS and NTCDB on the overall project activities;



Report to NTCDB on the activities under Outcome1 of the project activities;



Prepare information, communication and visibility materials, and success stories.

IV.

Impact of Results

-

Project outputs are achieved meeting high quality standards within the given resources
and timeframes;

-

Inter-sectoral coordination in tea sector development is strengthened;

-

Ropbust reporting system is in place and reports are prepared timely with qualitative
manner;

-

Project results and achievements are well monitored, reported, documented and
disseminated.

V.

Competencies

Corporate Competencies:
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Good inter-personal and communication skills;
Organized and good with following-up on pending issues; meets deadlines;
Focuses on delivering results by taking calculated-risks and problem-solving approach;
Teamwork and leadership;
Promote learning and knowledge management/sharing;
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Functional Competencies:



Experience in the agriculture high value production and promotion projects/institutions;
Exposure in the trade intelligence, market access improvement, and international trade and
investment;
 Experience in coordination, technical assistance and advisory support to government and private
institutions;
 Experience in delivering training and other needed capacity/ institutional building support to
private sector organizations;
 Demonstrates excellent project management, organizational and administrative skills;
 Identifies and communicates relevant information for a variety of stakeholders;
 Demonstrates strong written and presentation skills for preparing quality reports, briefs, and
other knowledge products;
 Has experience working with Logical Framework and Monitoring and Evaluation tools.
VI.
Qualifications

Education:


Master’s Degree in Agriculture or Economics or Management with specializated knowledge in
horticulture, agriculture economics, agriculture business management , trade economics and
international trade.

Experience:




At least ten years of experience in agriculture;
At least seven years of proven, practical experience in value chain of tea and trade promotion
programme with three years' experience in managerial position;
Experiences of managing complex, and large donor-funded project involving
multiplestakeholders would be an advantage.

Languagerequirements:
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Proven evidence of fluency in English and Nepali, both written and
oral, at professional level are essential;

Terms of Reference (ToR)
Monitoring and Reporting Officer
I.

Position Information

Job Title: Monitoring and Reporting Officer

Reporting to: National Project Coordinator

Project name: Nepal's Increased Sustainable Tea
Exports

Duty Station: MoICS

II.

Background Information

Tea is prioritized as one of the export potential products of Nepal by the Nepal Trade Integration
Strategy (NTIS, 2016); National Export Strategy (NES 2017) and as a major crop by the
Agriculture Development Strategy (ADS, 2015-2035). Nepali tea has demonstrated great domestic
and international market potential. The sector possesses the potential as an important contributor
to Nepal's inclusive economic growth and rural employment. The Tea Sector Export Strategy of
Nepal was developed under the aegis of the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies
(MoICS), with the financial support and technical assistance of the ITC. The National Export
Strategy focuses on improving Nepali tea quality with a view to increasing export revenues,
diversifying export destinations and leveraging opportunities in the international market for each
production grade.
More specifically, on improving quality and compliance to meet market demand, the National
Export Strategy identifies voluntary Organic certification, supported by a traceability system
throughout the production, as one of the key success factors for Nepal’s tea sector in the global
market. The Strategy further recommends to set up quality assurance program and traceability. The
proposed Project seeks to address the need for a traceability system and to further Organic
certification of Nepali tea. Nepal's Increased Sustainable Tea Exports Project (2020-2023) is
designed with the overarching objective of increasing Nepali tea’s exports in a sustainable manner.
With the financial support from Enhanced Integrated Framework (EIF), the project will be
implemented by MoICS in collaboration with Nepal Tea and Coffee Development Board
(NTCDB) and other partners.
III.

Functions / Key Results Expected

The overall responsibilities of the assignment are to:


Support the National Project Coordinator (NPC) to prepare annual workplan, budget and monitoring
plan;



Support to prepare all necessary documents and processes for the meeting of Project Steering
Committee;



Under the guidance of the MoICS and NTCDB carry out day to day administration and management
of the project;



Regularly watch and analyse key/emerging issues in global tea trade outlook and provide expert
advices to MoICS and NTCDB with practical recommendations to benefit from international trade;



Collaborate with TEPC and other international organizations to improve market access of Nepali
tea in the international markets;



Analyse the trend of international market, trade regime and standards of tea; and identify the key
areas of policy intervention to enhance our export;



Support to MoICS and NTCDB in capacity building activities with national and international training
service providers,
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Coordinate and facilitate regular field monitoring visits to the project areas;



Provide all necessary information to the EIF ES and UNOPS (ElF TFM) monitoring missions, and
facilitate such missions;



Prepare monthly progress report of the project activities;



Prepare financial and technical progress report in line with the project document and the MoU
between MoICS and UNOPS;

IV.



Support to conduct financial audit;



Work under the direct supervision of NPC and report her/him on daily basis;



Report to the Project Focal Points of MoICS and NTCDB;



Prepare information, communication and visibility materials, and success stories.

Impact of Results
- Project outputs are achieved meeting high quality standards within the given resources and
timeframes;
-

Inter-sectoral coordination in tea sector development is strengthened;

-

Ropbust reporting system is in place and reports are prepared timely with qualitative manner;

-

Project results and achievements are well monitored, reported, documented and disseminated.

V.

Competencies
Corporate Competencies:
 Good inter-personal and communication skills;
 Focuses on delivering results by taking calculated-risks and problem-solving approach;
 Promote learning and knowledge management/sharing;
Functional Competencies:
 Experience in the trade intelligence, market access improvement, and international trade and
investment;
 Experience in coordination, technical assistance and advisory support to government and private
institutions;
 Demonstrates excellent organizational and administrative skills;
 Identifies and communicates relevant information for a variety of stakeholders
 Has experience working with Logical Framework and Monitoring and Evaluation tools;
 Demonstrates strong written and presentation skills for preparing quality reports, briefs, and
other knowledge products;
VI.
Qualifications
Education:
 Master’s Degree in Management or Economics with specialization in trade.
Experience:
 At least five years of experience in trade promotion sector;
 Experiences of working in donor-funded project involving multiple stakeholders would be an
advantage.
Language requirements:
 Proven evidence of fluency in English and Nepali, both written and oral, at professional level are
essential;
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Section I: Project Summary
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INTEGRATED
FRAMEWORK

TIER 2 PROJECT PROPOSAL

SECTION I: Project Summary
I.1 Project title
I.2 Category of project
I.3 Grant recipient entity
I.4 Implementing entity (if different
from grant recipient entity)
I.5 Project duration

I.6 Total project costs
I.7 EIF funding sought
1.8 Other sources of funding for the
project (from government, private
sector or development partners)
I.9 Leveraging activity

I.10 Objective of the project

Nepal’s Increased Sustainable Tea Exports
Technical Assistance
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies (MoICS),
Government of Nepal (GoN)
MoICS and National Tea & Coffee Development Board
(NTCDB), supported by International Trade Centre (ITC)
36Months
Expected Start Date: July 2020
Expected End Date: June 2023
1,895,000 US$.
1,495,000 US$.
400,000 US$ from the GoN and NTCDB (in-kind).

MoICS and NTCDB will have mobilized USD 400,000 in kind
contributions (i.e. $100,000 from NTCDB and $300,000
from the GoN).
The project activities will be complemented by market
promotion activities of the Trade and Export Promotion
Centre (TEPC) - an entity under MoICS through regular
budget. The Aid for Trade Donor Group Meeting, organized
by the MoICS in collaboration with the EIF Donor Facilitator
will contribute in leveraging further resources for the
development of tea sector in Nepal. Similarly, Investment
Summits, organized at regular interval by the Investment
Board Nepal, are expected to contribute positively in
attracting more investment in the tea sector.
The project’s overall objective is to increase Nepali tea’s
sustainable export.
The specific outcomes of this project are two folds:
1. Improved compliance to international standards of
Nepali tea; and
2. Improved access to international markets of Nepali tea.
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I.11 Results statement

Tangible and measurable high-level impacts expected as a
result of this intervention are:
Increased exports of orthodox Nepal tea, particularly
organic tea.
Better export prices of orthodox Nepal tea.
Tea producers’ incomes improve, the improvement is
sustained from short-term to long-term.
Tea sector provides more jobs and entrepreneurship (from
medium to long-term).
Increased investment in the tea sector (from medium to
long-term).
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I.12 Brief description of the project

The project will have an inception phase of six months
(July- December 2020) during which preparatory activities
are implemented by the MoICS and NTCDB with ITC and
other international/regional partners as defined by the
NSC. These include the following:
• agreeing on the terms of reference for collaboration
between MoICS, NTCDB and international/regional
partners on the traceability system, Organic certification,
tea branding, and market connectivity components;
• a baseline study of the sector and beneficiary tea
producers, and agreeing on the number, location, and
selection criteria of the beneficiaries, actual selection of
beneficiaries and their sensitization, sensitization of other
targets groups/stakeholders;
• a potential buyer / export-market oriented feasibility
study covering the key deliverables of the project, i.e. the
traceability system, Organic certification, tea branding, and
market connectivity;
• based on the above, foremost on the identified buyers’
requirements, a comprehensive implementation plan
(including a procurement plan) covering and
programmatically bringing together the traceability
system, Organic certification, tea branding, and market
connectivity components, whereby the implementation
plan is to include a financing strategy to cover the cost of
continued maintenance and use of the traceability system;
cost of Organic certification and any reoccurring costs of
other components of the project; and a monitoring plan to
be crafted in collaboration with the EIF ES; and
• Identification and contracting any other required partner
organizations.
Only after successful implementation of the preparatory
activities, the project implementation strategy can be
pursued. Therein, NTCDB, supported by ITC, seeks to
improve Nepali tea’s compliance to international standards
by (1) developing and implementing a traceability system
in Nepali orthodox tea, and (2) supporting more Nepali tea
producers/exporters to get Organic certification.
Also, MoICS and NTCDB, supported by ITC, improve Nepali
tea’s exports in high-priceyielding export markets by (1)
strengthening Nepal’s tea brand and identity, and (2)
increasing access and sales to new markets.

I.13 Approved by and date

Finally, MoICS, NTCDB, in partnership with international
partners, including ITC develop a tea sector investment
strategy that takes into consideration modernization of the
sector and improved export sales, and includes a set of
investment promotion measures to be implemented for
increased FDI and domestic investment into tea.
FP, Chair of the NSC, DF, ES.
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Section II: Strategic Context
II.1 Succinct explanation on how the project is covered by the medium-term programme
aimed at strengthening the country's productive and trade capacities
Tea is prioritized as one of the export potential products of Nepal by the Nepal Trade Integration Strategy
(NTIS, 2016); National Export Strategy (NES 2017) and as a major crop by the Agriculture Development
Strategy (ADS, 2015-2035). Nepali tea has demonstrated great domestic and international market
potential. The sector could emerge as an important contributor to Nepal's inclusive economic growth and
rural employment.
The NTIS analyses tea’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats as a priority export good as
follows:
Figure 1: SWOT analysis: tea
SWOT analysis: tea
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Special and unique geography and climate suitable for tea 
cultivation

 Strong and functional farmer cooperatives

 Most of large tea estates produce organic tea

 Strong tea associations and related organizations with

capacity to lobby and advocacy
 National Tea Policy already in place

No brand identity in global market
Ineffective marketing and publicity
Lack of internationally-accredited laboratories
Limited technical schools, training centres and R&D
Lack of transparent mechanism to determine price for
green tea

 Inconsistent quality of product to meet buyers’ demand

 Supportive policy of the Government
Opportunities

Threats

 Scope of production area expansion
 Good opportunities for employment creation
 Increasing global demand for Nepali tea
 Organically certified areas are expanding
 Attractive price for organic tea in the global market

 Competition with major tea producers, eg. China, India,
Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka
 Price volatility
 Unable to meet delivery requirements, including quality
control such as meeting MRL regulations in destination
markets

 Scope for product diversification and brand value in niche  High dependency on a single market
markets
 Problems due to labour unions

Source: NTIS, 2016

The NTIS 2016 recommends a set of activities on a short and medium term to enable increased tea exports
from Nepal. The proposed project contributes to addressing the following activities of the NTIS Tea Action
Matrix:
Figure 2: Activities of the NTIS Tea Action Matrix addressed by the proposed project

Short-term Actions
Action # of the NTIS Tea Action Matrix

Indicators as in the NTIS Tea Action

Notes
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Matrix
Action 3: Promote Nepali tea overseas.

A collective trademark for Orthodox tea
established and registered overseas;
A GI for Orthodox tea established and
registered overseas.

Action 6: Adopt export standards to
support organic cultivation, collection
and processing in Nepal.

Implementing a traceability system has
emerged as a prerequisite for
establishing both a collective trademark
and a GI; all these elements will be
implemented by the proposed project.

Export standards for Orthodox tea
developed.

The proposed project will design a
“going organic” and complying with
international standards scheme for the
beneficiary tea producers.

Action # of the NTIS Tea Action Matrix

Indicators as in the NTIS Tea Action
Matrix

Notes

Action 2: Increase acreage of certified
organic tea plantations and gardens.

At least 5,000 ha of plantation certified
for organic tea.

While
increasing
the
certified
organicacreage is not a direct objective
of the proposed project, activities in
support of going organic, certifying
organic and attracting a premium for
organic tea to be implemented by the
proposed project may on a longer term
result into it1.

Action 7: Strengthen human resources
capacity.

Officials in tea sector; technicians; tea
producers; junior technicians trained2.

The proposed project will train trainers
and tea sector stakeholders in
traceability and in implementing the
quality scheme.

Medium-term Actions

More precisely, the NTIS emphasizes introduction of traceability schemes in agro export sectors, and
increased efforts to encourage producers and processors to adopt HACCP, ISO 22000 etc. to meet
international standards related to Sanitary and Phyto-sanitary measures.

The NES 2017 for tea sector also confirms the export potential of Nepali tea and proposes key measures to
promote tea export. Details of NES recommendations and other Government interventions in tea sector
are presented in the section II.2 below.

II.2 Government of Nepal and other donors support to the national trade and private
sector development agenda
This project is aligned with existing national strategies and programs to strengthen and modernize Nepal’s
tea sector and increase exports, and with the Government of Nepal’s Development Cooperation
Framework, as set out in:
The Government of Nepal’s Agriculture Development Strategy (ADS 2015-2035)

1

Moreover, the proposed project is likely to indirectly contribute to the following Medium-term Action too: Action 1/
Increase acreage for tea plantations and gardens.
2
Full indicator as in the NTIS Tea Action Matrix: Officials in tea sector trained, At least 125 technicians trained by
Mechi Multiple Campus (MMC), At least 5,000 tea producers trained, At least 200 junior technicians trained by CTEVT
to provide extension services.
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The ADS recognizes tea as one of the dynamicagribusiness sectors with poverty reduction potential; growth
potential (or potential for increasing growth and access); and intervention potential; as well as potential for
social inclusion and empowering women,environmental sustainability, matching with national and regional
strategic priorities, balancing oftrade (import substitution and export), and geographical spread. As a result,
GoN has selected tea to be part of the ADS’ Value Chain Development Program (VADEP). The Program aims
at developing prioritized value chains3through comprehensive and integratedmeasures along the value
chain that results in strengthened value chain linkages, increased publicprivate partnership (PPP)
investment and value added with sector impact, and benefits to thepoor. Unlike the other ongoing or past
value chain interventions in Nepal, the VADEP willhave the innovative features as follows: (i) will be looking
at and developing all the stages of thevalue chain, from seeds to final products, from production to
processing, from marketinfrastructure to access to roads and connectivity, from postharvest technology to
qualityassurance and exports; (ii) will be based on associations of farmers, traders, processors,
inputproviders and other value chain stakeholders in order to strengthen the linkages and ensureeffective
investment; (iii) will aim at replication and linkages beyond the district and achievenational impact; and (iv)
will work not only with one district or department but across districts,departments, and value chain actors.
The proposed project is designed to support the VADEP innovative features. As per the VADEP tea value
chain specific measures, the proposed project seeks to contribute to the implementation of one
component of each of the identified three parts of the value chain. The parts pertain to production,
marketing andpolicy/institutional support.
Figure 3: VAPED tea value chain parts and components; components the proposed project affiliates with
are in green.

3

initially only 5 such value chains have been proposed - maize, dairy, vegetables, lentils, and tea - and the value-chain
coverage would eventually expand to other products from the list of 15 items.
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a. Improve production and productivity of tea through:
i. Facilitate and support the
tea grower farmer groups
and estates to establish
nurseries and quality clone
development.

ii. Support for establishment
of demonstration plots and
training to the farmers for
improved practices for
quality tea production and
increased productivity.

iii. Support for identification
and expansion of new tea
plantation areas.

iv. Facilitation and support
for technical manpower
development in the tea
industry.

b. Improve post-harvest operations, processing, and marketing of tea through:
i. Support for
promotion of
improved packaging
material by farmers,
and improved
transportation of
green leaf from farm
to factory.

ii. Facilitate in contract
production of tea leafs
by farmer groups and
cooperatives.

iii. Support for
technological
upgrading of tea
factories in the
promotion of safety
standards, production
efficiency and GMPs.

iv. Support for
development of small
scale tea processing
units to the
farmers,and group
branding.

v. Support for
upgrading laboratory
facilities and improved
packaging.

c. Improve policies, regulatory framework and institutions for tea sub-sector through:
i. Facilitation and support for
establishment of central warehouse and
auction market under PPP.

ii. Support to the NTCDB for
establishment of tea research,
development and training centre.

iii. Support to TEPC for studies and
market intelligence services for tea
farmers and entrepreneurs.

Source: ADS, 2015-2035
Nepal national sector export strategy – tea, 2017-2021
The Tea Sector Export Strategy of Nepal was developed under the aegis of the MoICS, with the financial
support and technical assistance of the ITC. The National Export Strategy focuses on improving Nepali tea
quality with a view to increasing export revenues, diversifying export destinations and leveraging
opportunities in the international market for each production grade. The Strategy states that a small
number of companies have already shown the way by becoming successful export ventures through raising
the quality of their orthodox teas and becoming certified as organic.
Figure 4 presents the 4 strategic objectives of the National Export Strategy. Each strategic objective is
composed of operationalobjectives, also presented in the figure, to answer specific constraints affectingthe
sector.
Figure 4: Nepal Tea Sector National Export Strategy with its objectives. Objectives of the proposed project
affiliates with arein green.
1. Improve the quality of green leaves.
1.1. Improve tea cultivation
and quality plucking.

1.2. Support development of
IPM and organic tea
cultivation.

1.3. Develop cooperation
between farmers and
processors to improve
green leaf quality.

2. Improve quality and compliance to meet market demand.
2.1. Improve production
techniques through
introduction of QM and
HACCP certification for large
and medium processing units.

2.2. Improve the quality of
small processing units’
specialty teas.

2.3. Develop tea that is
compliant with private
organic and sustainability
standards.

2.4. Reduce production costs
and improve energy
efficiency.
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3. Reinforce institutional coordination to manage quality, improve market access and develop Nepali tea varieties.
3.1. Develop a national plan
to improve tea quality and
pesticide control.

3.2. Establish internationally
accredited laboratories in
Nepal for chemical testing.

3.3. Improve research to
develop Nepali tea varieties.

3.4. Resolve procedural
obstacles linked to CFL with
Indian partners.

4. Strengthen the national brand and value addition to increase market diversification.
4.1. Finalize the development
and adoption of a national
tea trademark.

4.2. Diversify value added tea
production by investing in tea
bagging and packaging.

4.3. Develop a promotional
programme for the Nepali
Tea logo and promotional
programme support for
companies.

4.4. Pilot the establishment
of a tea auction system.

Source: Nepal national sector export strategy – tea, 2017-2021
More specifically,on improving quality and compliance to meet market demand, the National Export
Strategyidentifies voluntary Organic certification, supported by a traceability system throughout the
production, as one of the key success factors for Nepal’s tea sector in the global market. The Strategy
further recommends to set up quality assurance program and traceability in order to achieve the Strategic
Objective 1 "Improve the quality of green leaves". The proposed Project seeks to address the need for a
traceability system and to further Organic certification of Nepali tea.

Nepali Orthodox Tea Certification Trademark Implementation Directive, 2017
NTCDB,with an aim of strengthening the brand image of Nepali Orthodox Tea, is in a process of
implementing "Nepal Tea Quality from the Himalayas" trademark. Implementation of the trademark and
the proposed Nepal’s Increased Sustainable Tea Exports –project are closely linked to the
Government’s “Nepali Orthodox Tea Certification Trademark Implementation Directive, 2017”. According
to the Directive’s terms and conditions for the trademark users, the user shall arrange for product
traceability of tea. Full implementation of the certification trademark, thus requires putting in place a
traceability system – one of the key expected outputs of this proposed project, which will also provide
further support in the implementation of the trademark.
Trade for Sustainable Development (T4SD)4 Hub Nepal

4

T4SD Hubs are virtual focal points established in-country that offer the needed technical assistance for SMEs to build
the capacity and knowledge to implement green business practices through its services focusing on key aspects such
as sustainability standards, climate resilience and resource efficiency. Host organization in Nepal is the Agro Enterprise
Centre (AEC), the agricultural wing of the Federation of Nepali Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FNCCI).
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Under the T4SD phase 2, ITC is working withthe Himalayan Tea Producers Cooperative Ltd(HIMCOOP) to
support 10 tea cooperatives to get Organic certification and export Nepali Orthodox tea to the European
markets.HIMCOOP, a marketing cooperative, has been successful in establishing several international
market linkages and diversifying exports of Orthodox tea. It has been promoting the Nepal Tea brand
through participation in numerous trade fairs and tea events, and has also been involved in providing
export technical assistance (sending samples, investigating buyers, disseminating product information,
quality control, policy advocacy and others). Several donor agencies – such as the German Society for
International Cooperation (GIZ), the Netherlands Development Organization and Winrock International 5 –
have in the past supported HIMCOOP. Moreover, another component of the T4SD, Sustainability network
project, is working on geolocation of tea producers. It is expected that ITC can build on their experience of
working with HIMCOOP and the overall T4SD Hub programming to support the MoICS and NTCDB in the
implementation of this proposed Project.

In addition, the project is expected to link with and benefit from a recently started (February 2020) EUNepal Trade and Investment Programme (TIP). The goal of the EU-Nepal Trade and Investment Programme
(TIP) is to contribute to Nepal’s sustainable and inclusive economic growth and poverty reduction. The
programme will work towards increase of trade and participation in regional and global value-chains, an
improved investment climate for attraction of Foreign Direct Investment and improved trade and
investment coordination. The trade and investment component of the programme is implemented by ITC
to increase participation in regional and global value-chains for coffee and pashmina, and enhance
capacities of key stakeholders to formulate trade policies, negotiate trade agreements and effectively
implement them. The Traceability project will have synergy and complementarity in three key area, namely
a) Institutional Capacity Building of NTCDB and MoICS in the areas of trade policy, market linkages and
market intelligence b) Quality, standards and certifications (organic), and traceability systems strengthened
of priority export potential products and c) Removing barriers to investment, including foreign direct
investment (FDI). Similarly, the Project builds on lesson learnt and key recommendations and suggestions
of external evaluation of on-going EIF Tier 1 project.
Moreover, the proposed project is expected to build on lessons learned from other programs including the
ADB supported Commercial Agriculture Development Programme implemented in the region, especially
production and post-harvest practices in tea sector. The project can offer follow-up support to the initiative
by DANIDA funded UNNATI6- Inclusive Growth Programme in Nepal which supported private sector in
development issues relating to tea. Likewise, the project will build on support by the EU Trade and Private
Sector Development Project, which supported to enhance quality infrastructure in the country.

II.2 Status of SectorTargeted by the Project
Tea is one of the leading cash crops of Nepal. Currently, Nepal produces three types of tea: Crush, Tear and
Curl (CTC)Tea, Orthodox Tea and Green Tea. Tea is a source of sustainable income to more than nine
thousand small-holder families and over seventy thousand others working on a full or part time basis. The
production process is concentrated mainly in the eastern part of the country. While the plains of Terai
produce CTC, the hills are specialized in Orthodox and Green Tea. In the past, tea farming was done only in
the eastern part of the country, now it has expanded to around 46 districts, among which professional tea
production is done in fourteen districts.A recent research, based on Geographical Information System (GIS),
conducted by National Tea and Coffee Development Board (NTCDB) suggests that about 1,804,810.45 ha of
area in Nepal are suitable for the cultivation of Nepali Orthodox Tea. However, currently, 28,595 hectares
5

https://www.winrock.org/
This is also the funding window that supported scaling up of the EIF/FAO supported ginger washing facility by helping
Nepal Ginger Producer and Exporter Association to add two additional ginger washing machines
6
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of land in Nepal are covered by tea plantation, producing 24,804 MT of tea in fiscal year 2017/18 (NTCDB,
2018).
The total value of world tea exports is around 7 billion USD. Nepal’s closest neighbours India, China, Sri
Lanka are among the top exporters, whereas the global market share of Nepali tea is only about 0.1%.
Nepal exported around 15,685 MT of tea worth NPR 3.2 billion (equivalent to USD 27 million)in 2018/19.
Despite the potential of around 1,500,000MT tea production, the actual production is very low, mainly due
to nominal incentives to producers including low price of the Nepal Tea. Although India is the major market
of Nepal Tea, there is significant potential to diversify the market, including to the developed countries.
Nepal’s tea sector was initially dominated by small scale production. During that period, Nepal’s
tea,exported through India, used to be auctioned in auction house in London. Now, as explained to the NIU
by two large exporters (Himalayan Shangri-La Tea and Gorkha Tea Estate), Nepal’s tea production can meet
the demand of import in bulk, and majority of exports is destined to the EU, primarily to Germany (from
where it is re-exported to other countries). Moreover, some tea companies in Nepal have business linkages
in the importing countries (for instance, Gorkha Tea Estate has business partner in Germany named
Teegschwendner).
However, exporting to developed markets requires improving quality consistency and certified compliance,
particularly with regards to maximum residue levels and other food safety related matters, to meet the
market demand. Nepali tea currently being exported to Europe is exclusively organic tea. Additionally, it
needs to be IMO certified. Some importers also ask for additional proofs, such as Fairtrade or Rain Forest
alliance. To be certified for compliance with most mandatory and non-mandatory standards, a traceability
system which helps the consumers to trace back the products they consume both for food safety and
environmental and socioeconomic considerations, is required. Such system is in practice only among very
limited number of the tea producers in Nepal. Himalayan Sangri-la Tea Producers has been implementing a
traceability system. It is certified as Organic, ISO, HACCP and CoC. As per the Department of Food
Technology and Quality Control (DFTQC), the GAP certifying body in Nepal, about 6-7 companies of the
Himalayan Sangri-la Tea Producers’ are ISO 22000 Certified (HACCP) as part of food safety management
system. Similarly, Gorkha Tea Estate (Pvt) Ltd has invested about NPR. 2 million (about USD 17,000) on a
Software to implement traceability system, and is IMO (Switzerland), EU, FDA, JAS (Japan), and ISO
22000:2005 certified. Moreover, reported to the NTCDB and MoICS, by exporters, traceability ensured
through certification system such as organic certificate, HACCP, IMO are mandatory to export to the high
end markets such as the EU, Japan and the USA.
As for the GAP/HACCP standards application to the Nepali tea sector, Government of Nepal has recently
adopted Nepal GAP, which has been prepared based on South Asian Association for Regional Co-operation
(SAARC) GAP as the reference standard. As per the DFTQC, Nepal GAP standard has been prepared, and is
being implemented for vegetable products. The DFTQC is in the process of preparing GAP standards for the
tea sector. However, those tea companies who have been certified as organic, have already been following
the Good Agricultural Practice. Also, to get the collective trade mark of ‘Nepal Tea Quality from the
Himalayas’, it is a must for the producers to follow the GAP. HACCP standards have been implemented by
tea processors/exporters exporting to the EU and other high end markets, as a requirement of the food
safety management system (FSMS) certification. As per the DFTQC, there are 6-7 big processors who have
been ISO 22000:2005 certified.
To allow for tea producers to be certified,there is a need of intervention in this area, including through
implementation of a traceability system.
Figure 5: Nepali Tea export markets in the year 2018/19 (source: NTCDB)
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Russia
Chzech Republic
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SECTION III: Project Description

III.1 Overall Objective and Specific Project Purpose
The project’s overall objective is to increase Nepali tea’s exports in a sustainable manner.
The specific outcomes of this project are twofold:
1. Improved compliance to international standards of Nepali tea; and
2. Improved access to international markets of Nepali tea.

III.2 Expected Results

Impact/Tangible and measurable high-level impacts expected as a result of this intervention are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increased exports of orthodox Nepal tea, particularly organic tea.
Better export prices of orthodox Nepal tea.
Tea producers’ incomes improve, the improvement is sustained from short-term to long-term.
Tea sector provides more jobs and entrepreneurship (from medium to long-term).
Increased investment in the tea sector (from medium to long-term).

III.3 Key Activities
The project, a pilot, will be implemented in the orthodox segment of the tea industry of Ilam District in
Nepal. After successful implementation of the project, the model is expected to be eventually replicated in
CTC segments and other tea producing districts.
As per the Nepal Trade Collective Trade Mark Implementation Guideline, “Product Traceability” has been
defined as the procedure which can identify every steps from processing of green leaves production to
packing of made tea. It applies to the field of tea production, collection and processing, packing, storage
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and distribution system. Hence, the proposed project is expected to apply the traceability system
throughout the supply chain for the selected beneficiaries.
The project will have an inception phase of six months (September 2020 - February 2021) during which
preparatory activities are implemented by the MoICS, NTCDB in partnership with ITC. These include, but
are not limited to, the following:


agreeing on the terms of reference for collaboration between MoICS, NTCDB and
international/regional partners on the traceability system, Organic certification, tea branding, and
market connectivity components;



a baseline study of the sector and beneficiary tea producers, and agreeing on the number,
location, and selection criteria of the beneficiaries, actual selection of beneficiaries and their
sensitization, sensitization of other targets groups/stakeholders;



a potential buyer / export-market oriented feasibility study covering the key deliverables of the
project, i.e. the traceability system, Organic certification, tea branding, and market connectivity;



based on the above, foremost on the identified buyers’ requirements, a comprehensive
implementation plan (including a procurement plan) covering and programmatically bringing
together the traceability system, Organic certification, tea branding, and market connectivity
components, whereby the implementation plan is to include a financing strategy to cover the cost
of continued maintenance and use of the traceability system; cost of Organic certification and any
reoccurring costs of other components of the project; and a monitoring plan to be crafted in
collaboration with the EIF ES; and



identification and contracting any other required partner organizations.

Outcome 1: Improved compliance to international standards of Nepali tea
Output 1.1.: A traceability system in Nepali orthodox tea is developed and implementedActivity 1.1.1:
Based on the feasibility study detailing the buyers’ requirements, NTCDB and national/international
partner(s) design a traceability system appropriate for Nepal.
Activity 1.1.2: Acquire and roll out appropriate technology and any required equipment for the
implementation and use of the traceability system.
Activity 1.1.3: Implement and ensure uptake by all project stakeholders of the traceability system.
Activity 1.1.4: Train trainers of the use of the traceability system.
Activity 1.1.5: NTCDB, international partner(s)and the trained trainers equip and train tea producers’,
collection centres, packagers, field inspectors, data inputters and any other stakeholders’ with a function in
the use of the traceability system.
Activity 1.1.6: NTCDB, international partner(s) and the trained trainers develop/localize and disseminate
digital and non-digital awareness building and training materials targeted at different stakeholders/users of
the traceability system.
As a result of the process, NTCDB assumes a sustained role as the focal point of the traceability system of
orthodox tea in Nepal.
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Output 1.2: Organic certification obtained for Nepal tea
Activity 1.2.1: As a part of the implementation plan to be developed during the inception phase, design a
scheme for the beneficiary tea producers to be certified Organic (an “Organic certification scheme”).
Activity 1.2.2: Implement and ensure uptake by all project stakeholders of the Organic certification scheme.
Activity 1.2.3: Train trainers of the implementation of the Organic certification scheme.
Activity 1.2.4: NTCDB, international partner(s) and the trained trainers train tea actors in implementing the
Organic certification scheme in farming, harvesting, packaging, labelling, marketing, and delivering and in
any other aspects of the tea value chain.
Activity 1.2.5: NTCDB, international partner(s) and the trained trainers provide hands-on support and
access to inputs for farmers’ seeking to go organic and meet export quality standards under the Organic
certification scheme.
Activity 1.2.6: NTCDB, international partner(s) and the trained trainers support farmer’s groups/processors,
and cooperatives for organic certification and inspection under the Organic certification scheme.
Activity 1.2.7: NTCDB, international partner(s) and the trained trainers develop/localize and disseminate
digital and non-digital awareness building and training materials targeted at different stakeholders/users of
the Organic certification scheme quality scheme.
As a result of the process, NTCDB assumes a sustained role as the focal point of the Organic certification
scheme for orthodox organic tea in Nepal.

Outcome 2: Improved access to international markets of Nepali tea
Output 2.1: Nepal tea brand and identity are strengthened (activities to be implemented/monitored by
MoICS together with NTCDB in partnership with international partners)
Activity 2.1.1: As a part of the implementation plan to be developed during the inception phase, develop
procedures and guidelines for GI implementation mechanism, support in experience sharing and exchange
of best practices in implementing GI, and support tea associations for GI registration.
Activity 2.1.2: Support implementation of a collective trademark of Nepal Tea through awareness raising
and other relevant programs.
Activity 2.1.3: Work with packers and blenders serving the target markets to adopt exquisite packaging with
Nepali touch.
As a result of the process, NTCDB assumes a sustained role as the focal point of the Nepal tea brand and
identity.
Output 2.2: Increased access and sales to new markets (activities to be implemented/monitored by
MoICS together with NTCDB with partners)
Activity 2.2.1: As a part of the implementation plan to be developed during the inception phase, identify
new markets (with premium) and their requirements for access by high-quality certified organic Nepali
orthodox tea.Identified requirements are to shape the content of activities under all other outputs.
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Activity 2.2.2: Develop and implement a scheme that assists beneficiary tea producers/exporters to
penetrate the surveyed markets. This may also include sales through online platforms. Markets can include
regional, traditional and non-traditional international markets.
Activity 2.2.3: Develop supporting marketing materials for attending trade fairs, these can be short videos,
brochures, trading stories etc.
Activity 2.2.4: Support producers/exporters’ and MoICS and NTCDB officials participation in relevant
international trade fairs.
Activity 2.2.5: Strengthen the existing websites and portals of NTCDB, trade portals and tea actors.
Activity 2.2.6: Provide capacity building and training to tea producers’ for online sales through the existing
websites and portals of NTCDB, trade portals and tea actors.
Activity 2.2.7: provide capacity building support to the MoICS and NTCDB officials to participate
International Trade Forum and events related to tea for trade negotiation, market linkages and market
intelligence
Output 2.3: Tea sector investment strategy
Activity 2.3.1: Develop a tea sector investment strategy that takes into consideration modernization of the
sector and improved export sales, and includes a set of investment promotion measures to be
implemented for increased FDI and domestic investment into tea.

III.4 Document fundraising activities preceding the preparation of the Tier 2 project
proposal
The MoICS and NTCDB have mobilized USD 400,000 in kind contributions (i.e. $100,000 from NTCDB and
$300,000 from the MoICS).
The project activities will be complemented by market promotion activities of the Trade and Export
Promotion Centre (TEPC)- an entity under MoICS through regular budget. The Aid for Trade Donor Group
Meeting, organized by the MoICS in collaboration with the EIF Donor Facilitator will contribute in leveraging
further resources for the development of tea sector in Nepal. Similarly, Investment Summits, organized at
regular interval by the Investment Board Nepal,are expected to contribute positively in attracting more
investment in the tea sector.

III.5 Summary Budget, Specifying Government/CountryFunding
Budget, particularly at the activity level, will be adjusted following the inception period and to support the
implementation plan generated during the inception period. Figure 6 presents the summary budget for the
EIF funding and figure 7 the breakdown of the Government Contribution in Kind whose valuation is based
upon the approximate value of government annual expenses in office spaces and other utilities.
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Figure 6: Project summary budget for the EIF funding
Outcome 1: Improved compliance to international standards of Nepali tea
Output 1.1: A traceability system in Nepali orthodox tea is developed and
implemented (activities to be implemented by NTCDB in partnership with
national/international partners and MoICS)
Activity 1.1.1: As a part of the implementation plan to be developed during the
inception phase, NTCDB andnational/international partner(s) design a traceability
system appropriate for Nepal.
Activity 1.1.2: acquire and roll out appropriate technology and any required
equipment for the implementation and use of the traceability system.
Activity 1.1.3: implement and ensure uptake by all project stakeholders of the
traceability system.
Activity 1.1.4:train trainers of the use of the traceability system.
Activity 1.1.5: NTCDB, partner(s) and the trained trainers equip and train tea
producers’, collection centre managers, packagers, field inspectors, data
inputters and any other stakeholders’ with a function in the use of the
traceability system.
Activity 1.1.6: NTCDB, partner(s) and the trained trainers develop/localize and
disseminate digital and non-digital awareness building and training materials
targeted at different stakeholders/users of the traceability system.
SUB TOTAL
Output 1.2: More Nepali tea gets Organic certification
Activity 1.2.1: As a part of the implementation plan to be developed during the
inception phase, design a scheme for the beneficiary tea producers to be certified
Organic (an “Organic certification scheme”).
Activity 1.2.2: implement and ensure uptake by all project stakeholders of the
Organic certification scheme.
Activity 1.2.3: NTCDB and national/international partner(s) train trainers of the
implementation of the Organic certification scheme.
Activity 1.2.4: NTCDBand national/international partner(s)and the trained
trainers train tea actors in implementing the Organic certification scheme in
farming, harvesting, packaging, labelling, marketing, and delivering and in any
other aspects of the tea value chain.
Activity 1.2.5: NTCDBandnational/international partner(s) and the trained
trainers provide hands-on support and access to inputs for farmers’ seeking to go
organic and meet export quality standards under the Organic certification
scheme.
Activity 1.2.6: NTCDBand national/international partner(s) and the trained
trainers support farmer’s groups/processors, and cooperatives for organic
certification and inspection under the Organic certification scheme.
Activity 1.2.7: NTCDBand national/international partner(s) and the trained
trainers develop/localize and disseminate digital and non-digital awareness
building and training materials targeted at different stakeholders/users of the
Organic certification scheme quality scheme.
SUB TOTAL
Outcome 2: Improved access to international markets of Nepali tea
Output 2.1: Nepal tea brand and identity are strengthened (activities to be
implemented/monitored by MoICS together with NTCDB in partnership with
international partners)
Activity 2.1.1: As a part of the implementation plan to be developed during the

EIF

40,000

425,000
25,000
25,000
40,000

45,000

600,000
EIF
25,000

25,000
25,000
25,000

25,000

200,000

25,000

350,000
EIF

50,000
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inception phase, develop procedures and guidelines for GI implementation
mechanism, support in experience sharing and exchange of best practices in
implementing GI, and support tea associations for GI registration.
Activity 2.1.2: support implementation of a collective trademark of Nepal Tea
through awareness raising and other relevant programs.
Activity 2.1.3: work with packers and blenders serving the target markets to
adopt exquisite packaging with Nepali touch.
SUB TOTAL
Output 2.2: Increased access and sales to new markets (activities to be
implemented/monitored by MoICS together with NTCDB in partnership with
international partners)
Activity 2.2.1: As a part of the implementation plan to be developed during the
inception phase, identify new markets (with premium) and their requirements for
access by high-quality certified organic Nepali orthodox tea.
Activity 2.2.2: develop and implement a scheme that assists beneficiary tea
producers/exporters to penetrate the surveyed markets. This may also include
sales through online platforms. Markets can include regional, traditional and
non-traditional international markets.
Activity 2.2.3: develop supporting marketing materials for attending trade fairs,
these can be short videos, brochures, trading stories etc.
Activity 2.2.4: support producers/exporters’ , MoICS and NTCDB officials
participation in relevant international trade fairs seminar and training.
Activity 2.2.5: strengthen the existing websites and portals of NTCDB, trade
portals and tea actors.
Activity 2.2.6: provide capacity building and training to tea producers’ for online
sales through the existing websites and portals of NTCDB, trade portals and tea
actors.

25,000
25,000
100,000
EIF

25,000

50,000

10,000
45,000
10,000
10,000

Activity 2.2.7: provide capacity building support to the MoICS and NTCDB officials
to participate International Trade Forum and events related to Tea for trade
negotiation, market linkages and market intelligence
SUB TOTAL
Output 2.3: Tea sector investment strategy (activities to be
implemented/monitored by MoICS together with NTCDB and partners
Activity 2.3.1: develop a tea sector investment strategy that takes into
consideration modernization of the sector and improved export sales, and
includes a set of investment promotion measures to be implemented for
increased FDI and domestic investment into tea.

45,000

Activity 2.3.2. Support implementation of the tea investment strategy
SUB TOTAL
Project Management (to be implemented/monitored by MoICS together with
NTCDB )
Other project cost (NIU Support, incl. baseline study, feasibility study, and other
inception cost but excluding the cost of the implementation plan which is the
sum of the cost of activities 1.1.1; 1.2.1; 2.1.1 and 2.2.1; also including salaries of
1 national professional staff, 1 assistant)
Monitoring and evaluation
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL EIF FUNDING

45,000
75,000
EIF

195,000
EIF
30,000

150,000

25,000
175,000
1,495,000
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Figure 7: Project budget for the Government Contribution in Kind
Year

Contribution
from MoICS
(USD)

Contribution
from NTCDB
(USD)

Total

Remarks

Year1

33,000

100,000

133,000

Office Space, and other facilities
Regular budget for Training to
farmers and producer. It will be
finalized during the Inception period
(NTCDB).

Year 2

33,000

100,000

133,000

Office Space, and other facilities
Regular budget for Training to
Farmers and producer. It will be
finalized during the Inception period
(NTCDB).

Year 3

33,000

100,000

133,000

Office Space, and other facilities
Regular budget for Training to
Farmers and producer. It will be
finalized during the Inception period
(NTCDB).

Grand Total

399,000

III.6 Communication Plan
The proposed project requires a communication plan for internal communication mainly directed at project
beneficiaries and other stakeholders as well as to the potential buyers of and investors to Nepal Tea, and
for external communication directed at the general public. The purpose of the internal communication
activities is to (1) build domestic stakeholders’ (these include tea growers/producers, collection centre
managers, packagers, field inspectors, data inputters and any other stakeholders) awareness and capacity
to make use of the traceability system; (2) develop domestic stakeholders’ awareness and capacity to make
use of the quality scheme to support Nepali tea going organic and compliance with international standards;
(3) increase domestic stakeholders’ and international buyers’ and investors’ awareness of the trademark of
Nepal Tea; (4) promote Nepali Tea with potential buyers through developing and disseminating marketing
materials like short videos, brochures, trading stories etc. and strengthening the existing websites and
portals of NTCDB, trade portals and tea actors; and (5) promoting international investments into the Nepali
tea sector ( except tea plantation) by eventually implementing a set of investment promotion measures to
be attached to the tea sector investment strategy.
The purpose of the external communication activities is twofold. The most important part is to convince the
tea industry / packers & retailers in the target markets. This work is included in the activities under the
output 2.2 and focuses around trade fairs, articles in industry magazines / websites. The other part of the
external communication effort relates to raising awareness about the economic importance of the project,
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to disseminate its results and underline the sources of funding. Communication will occur throughout the
entire project period with increased communication activities at key project milestones. For example, at
the start of the project, MoICS and NTCDB will organise a launch event including a press conference. The
target audience of the external communication activities are the ministries and agencies – including at the
level of the local government authorities - involved in project implementation, the private sector, financial
institutions, business development service providers (BDS), development partners, representations of
NGOs and universities as well as the general public. The inclusion of such a wide range of stakeholders in
communication activities is expected to bolster their ownership over the project; build awareness,
acceptance and making use of any reforms and actions by the project; and increase the sustainability of the
project.
The means of external communication will be in compliance with the EIF branding and follow the EIF
guidelines. It will comprise the following:
-

Media Press releases and press conferences, for example at the launch of the project;
Information on the project and its achievements on the websites of the MoICS (incl. EIF Nepal) and
NTCDB, photos on the websites and social media accounts;
Presentation of the project and its achievements in any relevant forum for government; governmentprivate sector and government-donor dialogues;
Generation of stories from businesses supported under the project accompanied by visual
representation (photograph) of the project “in action”;
Dissemination of project information as part of the wider awareness raising campaigns;
Use of banners and other promotional material during project events;
Placement of visual elements such as logos on promotional materials, studies, etc.

III.7 Leveraging Plan
The project is co-financed by the Enhanced Integrated Framework, Government of Nepal and the NTCDB.
The GoN and NTCDB contributions are in kind.
The project activities will be complemented by market promotion activities of the Trade and Export
Promotion Centre (TEPC) - an entity under MoICS through regular budget. The Aid for Trade Donor Group
Meeting, organized by the MoICS in collaboration with the EIF Donor Facilitator (Currently, the EU
Delegation to Nepal) will contribute in leveraging further resources for the development of tea sector in
Nepal. Similarly, Investment Summits, organized at regular interval by the Investment Board Nepal, are
expected to contribute positively in attracting more investment in the tea sector.
The project seeks to modernize the tea sector and improve its export sales. This can reasonably be
expected to help to attract more private sector investment in the sector. Moreover, there is a specific
activity, planned to be launched towards the end part of the project implementation, on developing a tea
sector investment strategy that takes into consideration the modernization of the sector and improved
export sales, and includes a set of investment promotion measures to be implemented for increased FDI
and domestic investment into tea.
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III.8 Sustainability Plan
The proposed key interventions of this project – implementation of a traceability system; supporting
Organic certification; strengthening of Nepal tea brand and identity; increased exports to new markets; and
facilitation of attracting investment – aim at helping to make Nepal’s tea exports socially, environmentally
and financially sustainable, including commercially viable and profitable, to the long-term. The major
driving force of sustainability - of any initiative - is increased profitability. Results of this project are likely to
be sustainable, beyond its tenure, because they will help develop Nepal’s tea industry into a mature sector.
Yet, the cost of implementation of the traceability & organic certification and compliance is reoccurring and
needs to be covered sustainably. The implementation plan, crafted during the Inception phase, is to include
a financing strategy to cover the cost of continued maintenance and use of the traceability system; cost of
Organic certification and any reoccurring costs of the other components of the project. The costs involved
need to be identified, and a mechanism developed to apportion them (perhaps cost-share from the project
during the project duration). The project beneficiaries, also to be identified during the Inception phase,
have to be sensitized about the cost implications and cost recovery mechanisms. The financing strategy,
which can be updated during the project implementation, will also have to include a mechanism to
transition these pilot beneficiaries to sustainability, and a mechanism to influence / bring in the wider
industry for scale.
The interventions will be implemented in a way that renders them sustainable: The operation and
maintenance of the traceability technology will be done by NTCDB. NTCDB’s intention is, even after the
completion of project, to extend the traceability system to other tea producing areas as a regular program
with continuous maintenance. Field offices of the NTCBD in tea producing areas will regularly monitor the
data feeding at the farm and processing centre. The data consolidated centrally will be processed in the
central server of NTCDB at the Central Office. MoICS and the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock
Development (MoALD) will closely monitor the implementation process. Gradually, the Government of
Nepal seeks to adopt similar mechanism in other agricultural products too. Similarly, the NTCDB will remain
the focal point of the quality scheme for organic tea, compliance and the Nepal tea brand and identity, and
any hard- or software obtained for supporting these areas will remain at NTCDB’s ownership and use for
the benefit of the tea sector.
During the project implementation, trainers will be trained in traceability and implementation of the
Organic certification scheme, and these trainers will continue to build the capacity of the relevant tea
stakeholders so as to ensure sustainability of the required skills.
Additionally, the project will be implemented in close collaboration with local stakeholders from the very
beginning. The project will be partially implemented by the beneficiaries themselves, for instance, local
private businesses and local government.
National Implementation Unit (NIU) at the MoICS will serve as the Project Coordination Team. The NIU staff
are all full-time staff of the Government. As such, their employment is not dependent on funding from the
EIF project. All NIU functions will continue once the EIF project ends.
Furthermore, as described in the section III.7 Leveraging Plan, the project will support development of a tea
sector investment strategy with a set of investment promotion measures to attract more investment in the
sector.
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III.9 Exit Plan
At the end of the project, all hard- and software acquired by the project, including the technology for the
traceability system, will be officially handed over from the project to the NTCBD. They will continue to
make use, maintain and expand the use of the traceability system, the Organic certification scheme,
compliance and the Nepal tea brand and identity, and serve, as they have, as the tea sector development
focal point for Nepal.
The project stakeholders will continue using their capacities strengthened through the project, and those,
in particular, who have been trained as trainers will continue to capacitate others. MoICS, NTCBD and the
private sector selling tea to the new markets will continue to benefit from the increased market shares; and
they will make use of the project results and the investment strategy to attract more capital to the sector.
III.10 Poverty Assessment and III.11 Gender Assessment
Tea industry is an important part of Nepal’s rural economy as it a significant plays role in rural employment
and income generation. More than 60% of the human resources involved in the tea sector are women and
majority of production is done by smallholders. Thus, enhancement of the tea sector and increased tea
exports will ultimately benefit women, generate employment and reduce poverty. Currently, a large
number of women in tea production are employed informally. With the modernization of the industry,
likelihood of jobs for women in the sector to become formalized increases. There is correlation between
poverty alleviation and improved job opportunities for women, given that women are found to make more
productive use of money earned, which creates better welfare implications for households.The project will
include a minimum requirement for the inclusion of women-led tea production farms and businesses as
prioritized beneficiaries from project interventions.
III.12 Environmental Assessment
Most Nepalitea producers are smallholder farmers, and they tend to use less pesticide than large-scale tea
producers do. Organic tea producers do not use synthetic fertilizers and herbicides that are based on
carbon-based fuels. The traceability system will track the environmental impact of the tea production
system and concerned authorities can monitor and regulate the industry based on the reports generated by
the system. This will incentivize producers to minimize any negative environmental impact.

SECTION IV: Risk and Mitigation Strategy
Figure 8: Project risk and mitigation table
Risk Category

Risks description

Risk level

Risk type

Mitigating measures

Feasibility study
and
implementation
plan

Feasibility study allowing
detailing the
implementation strategy
can only be conducted at
the Inception phase (and
not ex-ante, during project
design)

Medium

Outside the
influence of
the project

Technology

Traceability technology to
be made use of not yet
known; there may be
issues related to its

High

Both integral
to the project
and Outside
the influence

MoICS,
NTCDB
start
swiftly
unpacking the activities of the
Inception phase and extend the
phase
as
necessary;
quality
assurance mechanism be assigned
by the EIF for the baseline study,
feasibility study and comprehensive
implementation plan.
Diligent feasibility study and
comprehensive
implementation
plan; procurement decisions to be
based on those and any in-country /
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development, adoption,
roll out etc.

of the project

Compliance cost

Cost of traceability,
certification, compliance
has to be partially borne by
beneficiaries from the
start, and eventually in full

High

Both integral
to the project
and Outside
the influence
of the project

Stakeholder
participation

Challenges in bringing the
numerous different tea
sector stakeholders to
work together.

Low

Integral to the
project

Supply quality

Issues with quality of
production / harvesting.
This is because production
systems have been
targeted towards the
Indian market which may
be more price driven than
quality driven compared to
the target markets.

Medium

Both integral
to the project
and Outside
the influence
of the project

Supply capacity

Change in weather
patterns in the Eastern
Himalayas, where most tea
plantations are based,
makes annual yields
unpredictable.
Global market trends are
continually
changing,
which could adversely
impact the demand for
Nepali tea.
There is also the risk of
overall slowing trade and

Medium

Outside the
influence of
the project

High

Outside
the
influence of
the project
Both integral
to the project
and Outside
the influence

Demand-side

peer country experiences; sufficient
sensitization and training of all
concerned stakeholders in the use
and maintenance.
The implementation plan is to
include a financing strategy to cover
the cost of continued maintenance
and use of the traceability system;
cost of Organic certification and any
reoccurring costs of the other
components of the project. The costs
involved need to be identified, and a
mechanism developed to apportion
them (perhaps cost-share from the
project during the project duration).
The project beneficiaries, also to be
identified during the Inception
phase, have to be sensitized about
the cost implications and cost
recovery mechanisms.
MoICS and the NTCDB continually
organize awareness building and
sharing events and use other means
of
communication
(see
the
communication plan) to bring
stakeholders together.
Diligence in agreeing on the number,
location, and selection criteria of the
project
beneficiaries,
actual
selection of beneficiaries and their
sensitization, and sensitization of
other targets groups/stakeholders.
Partnering
with
organizations
working on the quality of production
and harvesting. Making a good use
of relevant activities of this Project.
Provide better knowledge about
weather conditions and identify
most appropriate time for sowing
and harvesting along with other
awareness building and trainings.
The Project can impact the right
approach, to be included in the
feasibility study and comprehensive
implementation plan, where
demand – i.e. international buyers,
packers – is to play a major role in
impacting the eventual project
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IPR

Free riding from
nongenuine
producers

global economic downturn,
particularly as a result of
the
recent
covid-19
outbreak.
Regulatory provisions for
intellectual property rights
still
under
developed
causing policy uncertainty
among authorities that are
involved
in
enforcing
traceability in the country.
If Nepali tea succeeds in
achieving higher demand,
more producers in Nepal
will be tempted to supply
tea abroad, sometimes
without participation in
the schemes, compliance
and genuine certification.

of the project

strategy on compliance.

Low

Outside
the
influence of
the project

Expedition of necessary legal and
regulatory provisions needed to
establish effective traceability
mechanism in Nepal.

Medium

Partially
integral to the
project

A more effective coordination
mechanism lead by the NTCDB will
be established to ensure a high
degree of compliance with prevailing
rules pertaining to the tea industry.

SECTION V: Project Implementation Arrangements
V.1 Description of the implementing entities
The MoICS will be the grant recipient entity and the main implementing entity (MIE) of the project. The
NTCDB will serve as implementing entity, under the supervision of the MoICS and the Project Steering
Committee (PSC). The NTCDB will implement the project in partnership with the International Trade Centre
(ITC) and other national and international partners, including through sub-contracting to undertake
relevant activities. NTCDB will mobilize its tea production network of stakeholders to support the
implementation. MoICS and NTCDB can work with national and international partners as per their
requirement of the component.
As the MIE, MoICS will bear the responsibility of being a custodian of the project funds as well as
undertaking procurement of consultants (national and international, and consultancy companies as service
providers) and major capital goods, as well as sub-contracting of service providers. Also, MoICS will be As
the main implementing entity, MoICS bears the responsibility of monitoring project activities. National
Implementing Unit at the MoICS will serve as the Project Coordination Team. The NIU staffs are all full-time
staff of the Government.
The Project Steering Committee (PSC) will be chaired by the Joint Secretary of Multilateral Trade and Trade
Cooperation division of the MoICS, and its participants will come from the public, private and cooperative
sectors. Other members of the committee will be the Executive Director of NTCBD, Undersecretary from
MoALD, Under Secretary from Industrial and Investment Promotion Division of the MoICS, Under Secretary
from Financial Section of MOICS, representative from Local Government, representative from Central Tea
Cooperatives Federation (CTCF), representative from Himalayan Orthodox Tea Producer Association
(HOTPA) and Nepal Tea Planters Association (NTPA). The Under Secretary of the Trade Policy and Trade
Cooperation Section will be a member secretary.
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The PSC will coordinate and monitor the entire implementation of the project. The PSC will approve the
work-plan; budget and take necessary decision and provide guidance for the implementation of the project.
The PSC will meet once in every four months during the implementation of the project. The Director of
NTCDB and Under-Secretary of MoICS will act as focal persons for regular communication and overall
coordination for implementation of the project. The Focal Persons of MoICS and NTCDB will work in close
collaboration and coordinate within their respective own institutions and also coordinate with private
sector, cooperatives and other line agencies in an appropriate manner.
One National expert and one support staff will be contracted for day to day implementation of the project.
The national expert will be supported by the officials of NTCDB and MoICS. MoICS/NIU will dedicate a staff
for the Project’s Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning function. In addition to the ITC, the NIU may engage
also other national and international partners in the implementation of the project. The activities under the
Outcome 1 will be led by NTCBD, in partnership with MoICS, international partners, while activities under
the Outcome 2 will be led by MoICS, in partnership with NTCBD and international partners.
Geographical coverage of the project will be determined by the baseline study, feasibility study and
comprehensive implementation plan and approved by the PSC. The PSC will provide the guidance based on
Nepal Tea collective’s trademark and other indicator/criteria. A notice will be published for selection of
interested tea stakeholders on the relevant websites and in national daily newspapers for transparency of
the selection.
The project national implementation framework can be summarized as presented in organigram in the
annex.

V.2 National Ownership
The Government of Nepal has given priority to tea sector development through various interventions.
Ensuring better pricing of Nepal tea is given a high priority. The MoICS and NTCDB will implement the
project in collaboration with ITC and other international partners the local level government, private sector
and other relevant national and local stakeholders. The project aims at nationwide ownership: it seeks to
benefit tea producers throughout the country. The national and local level stakeholders will come together
and oversee the project implementation as the Project Steering Committee (PSC).

V.3 Implementation Arrangements
MoICS as project main implementing entity (MIE) will retain overall responsibility for the project
implementation and reporting to the EIF Board. MoICS will work in close collaboration with NTCDB,
implementing entity and national/international partners. The NIU will coordinate the participation of other
stakeholders and implementing partners.
At the start of the Inception phase, to be conducted in partnership with ITC/ T4SD programme, a baseline
study of the sector and beneficiary tea producers will be undertaken. On the basis of the study, MoICS,
NTCDB and national/international partners agree on the number, location, and selection criteria of the
beneficiaries, undertake actual selection of beneficiaries and their sensitization, as well as the sensitization
of other targets groups/stakeholders. Similarly, at the start of the Inception phase, a potential buyer /
export-market oriented feasibility study covering the key deliverables of the project, i.e. the traceability
system, Organic certification, tea branding, and market connectivity will be conducted. Based on the
baseline and feasibility studies, and notably on the identified buyers’/packers’ requirements, a
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comprehensive implementation plan (including a procurement plan and adjusted workplan and budget, if
need be) of the traceability system, Organic certification, tea branding, and market connectivity
components will be drafted in collaboration between MoICS, NTCDB and ITC/T4SD programme. The
implementation plan is to include a financing strategy to cover the cost of continued maintenance and use
of the traceability system; cost of Organic certification and any reoccurring costs of other components of
the project. The implementation plan will also include a monitoring plan, including risks management, to be
drafted in consultation with the EIF ES and TFM.
The project will be supervised at the Undersecretaries’ (public sector) and executives’ (private sector)level
by the Project Steering Committee.
The NIU will set up a filing system at the start of project implementation. The filling system will be
maintained by the NIU and will be based on the Government Implementation audit requirements. The NIU
will be required to provide the necessary guidance and assistance to ensure that the system is achieved.
Financial files maintained in the project office should include original documents, invoices and contracts for
further audits.

V.4 Standard Safeguards Measures
The NIU will set example for gender parity. It will adhere to the both national measures and international
conventions ofzero toleranceof corruption, sexual abuse, fraud and money laundering and any forms of
discrimination by gender, race and ethnicity in course of the implementation of the project.Appropriate
safeguards measures will in place to avoid any conflict of interest during the implementation of the project.
a) Environmental Safeguards
The proposed project has been developed according to the policy on environment assessment in Section III
to guide the implementing agency to undertake full environmental and social management. Because the
exact locations of the project are yet to be established, the possibility of project intervention locations
involve slope lands, use of pesticides and agro-forestry area, policy of Government of Nepal on minimizing
land erosion, protecting biodiversity, natural springs, rivers and ground water table has triggered. A project
operation guideline with a set of steps, processes, procedures, and mechanisms for ensuring adequate level
of environmental and social consideration and integration in each project activity and describing the
principles, objectives, and approach to be followed to avoid or minimize or mitigate adverse impacts will be
developed. The operational guideline includes an exclusion list and a simplified screening checklist, which
will be used to determine what types of environmental and social assessment are required for each and
every proposed initiative.
b) Social Safeguards
The population structure of Nepal is complex with many caste and ethnic minorities including poor and
vulnerable groups living together, particularly in many rural communities. The high population percentage
of indigenous people accounting about 37 percent at the national level and several scattered settlements
with mixed population across the project intervention districts triggers Government of Nepal’s policy
guided by the Constitution of Nepal 2015 on social inclusion, in particular ethnic minorities. Taking this into
account, a project operation guideline has been developed that fully guides the planning and
implementation of mitigation measures to avoid and mitigate any potential adverse impacts that the
project might cause to the indigenous people during the project implementation. Furthermore, the Project
Implementation unit (PMU) will adhere to the both national measures and international conventions of
zero tolerance of corruption, sexual abuse, fraud and money laundering and any forms of discrimination by
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gender, race and ethnicity in course of the implementation of the project. Appropriate safeguards
measures will in place to avoid any conflict of interest during the implementation of the project.
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SECTION VI: Logical Framework, Work Plan and Budget
VI.1 Logical Framework7
Results

Sources
verification

of

Project Indicators

Baseline

Targets

Assumptions

Outcome 1: Improved compliance
to international standards of
Nepali tea

Additional production volume of organic orthodox Nepal tea,
Additional export volume of organic orthodox Nepal tea,
Addition in export prices of organic orthodox Nepal tea,
Number of new technologies adopted,
Number of new standards adopted,
Number of beneficiaries (% women, % youth disaggregated),
Number of MSMEs supported(disaggregated by women led
MSMEs)

To be defined
by the baseline
study.

TBD based on
the baselines.

Production
statistics, Export
statistics, importers’
mirror statistics,
Reporting by the
NTCDB and the tea
stakeholders,
through the
NIU/MoICS, to the
PSC and EIF ES/TFM

Political stability;
Continued
international demand
for tea; Successful
implementation of this
and related
interventions allow for
a bigger international
market share by
Nepali tea.

Output 1.1:A new technology-



0

TBD based on

Reporting by the

Appropriate

Impact:
Increased exports of orthodox
Nepal tea, particularly organic tea.
Better export prices of orthodox
Nepal tea.
Tea producers’ incomes improve,
the improvement is sustained
from short-term to long-term.
Tea sector provides more jobs and
entrepreneurship (from medium
to long-term).
Increased investment in the tea
sector (from medium to longterm).

7

O1-ID1

Number of producers and other required

This logical framework will be adjusted following the inception period and to support the implementation plan generated during the inception period.
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Results

Project Indicators

based traceability systemin Nepali
orthodox tea is developed and
implemented

stakeholders adopting new traceability technology
(disaggregated by gender and age),

O1-ID2
Number of trainers’ trained in the use of
the traceability system (disaggregated by public, private
sector, gender and age),

O1-ID3
Number of digital and non-digital
awareness building and training activities targeted at
different stakeholders/users of the traceability system
developed.

O2-ID1
Number of producers getting Organic
certification (disaggregated by gender and age),

O2-ID2
Number of producers reached by the
support i.e. the Organic certification scheme
(disaggregated by gender and age),

O2-ID3
Number of trainers trained on the
implementation of the Organic certification scheme
(disaggregated),

O2-ID4
Number of tea actors trained in
implementing the Organic certification scheme in farming,
harvesting, packaging, labelling, marketing, and delivering
and in any other aspects of the tea value chain
(disaggregated by gender and age),

O2-ID5
Number of digital and non-digital
awareness building and training activities targeted at
different stakeholders/users of the Organic certification
scheme developed.
Additional value (USD) of exports generated through the
project,
Number of new international markets accessed with support
from the project,
Addition to tea producers’ annual income (disaggregated by
gender and age),
Number of new jobs and entrepreneurs generated through the
project (disaggregated by gender, age, women led MSMEs),
Volume of new investment into the sector generated through
the project.

O3-ID1
Number of tea associations’ GI registration
facilitated (members disaggregated),

Output 1.2: More Nepali tea gets
Organic certification

Outcome 2:Improved access to
international markets of Nepali
tea

Output 2.1: Nepal tea brand and
identity are strengthened

Baseline

Targets
the baseline
study/at the
inception phase

Sources
of
verification
NTCDB and the tea
stakeholders,
through the
NIU/MoICS, to the
PSC and EIF ES/TFM

0

TBD based on
the baseline
study/at the
inception

Reporting by the
NTCDB and the tea
stakeholders,
through the
NIU/MoICS, to the
PSC and EIF ES/TFM

To be defined
by the baseline
study.

TBD based on
the baselines.

Export statistics,
importers’ mirror
statistics.

0

TBD based on
the baseline

Reporting by the
NTCDB and the tea

Assumptions
traceability
technology identified
and available;
Continued
engagement by all
relevant stakeholders.

Continued
engagement by all
relevant stakeholders.

Continued
engagement by all
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Results

Project Indicators



Output 2.2: Increased access and
sales to new markets, including
increased use of e-Commerce
platform









Output 2.3: Tea sector investment
strategy





O3-ID2
Number of packagers and exporters
applying the collective trademark of Nepal Tea
(disaggregated by gender and age),
O3-ID3
Number of people trained on improved
packaging (disaggregated by gender and age,).
O4-ID1
Number of enterprises use eCommerce for tea exports (disaggregated by women led
MSMEs),
O4-ID2
Number of beneficiaries assisted to
penetrate new markets developed (disaggregated by
gender and age);
O4-ID3
Number of relevant marketing materials
developed and disseminated;
O4-ID4
Number of producers/exporters’
participation in relevant international trade fairs
supported (disaggregated by gender, age and women led
MSMEs),
O4-ID5
Number of existing websites and portals of
NTCDB, trade portals and tea actors enhanced,
O4-ID6
Number of capacity building and training
activities to tea producers’ for online sales through the
existing websites and portals of NTCDB, trade portals and
tea actors provided (participants disaggregated).
O5-ID1
A quality tea sector investment strategy
endorsed by the Government.
Number of awareness activities on the implementation of
tea investment strategy
Amount of funds leveraged through tea investment
strategy

Baseline

Targets
study/at the
inception

Sources
of
verification
stakeholders,
through the
NIU/MoICS, to the
PSC and EIF ES/TFM

0

TBD based on
the baseline
study/at the
inception

Reporting by the
NTCDB and the tea
stakeholders,
through the
NIU/MoICS, to the
PSC and EIF ES/TFM

0

1 investment
strategy

Reporting by the
NTCDB and the tea
stakeholders,
through the
NIU/MoICS, to the
PSC and EIF ES/TFM

Assumptions
relevant stakeholders.

VI.2 Work Plan
- in a separate excel sheet, with the detailed budget
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VI.3 Project Intervention Logic
Project Intervention Logic of Nepal’s Increased Sustainable Tea Exports ( EIF Tier 2) Project

Overall objective/Impact
Increased exports of
orthodox Nepal tea

Better export prices of
Orthodox Nepal Tea

Tea producers’ incomes
improved and sustained

Tea Sector provides more jobs
and entrepreneurship

Increased investment
in the Sector

Specific objectives/Outcomes

Outcome 1: Improved compliance to
international standards of Nepali tea

Result 1: A new
technology-based
traceability system in
Nepali orthodox teais
developed and
implemented

Activities:
1.1 As a part of the
implementation plan to be
developed
during
the
inception phase, NTCDB and
international
partner(s)
design a traceability system
appropriate for Nepal.
1.2 Aacquire and roll out
appropriate technology and
any required equipment for
the implementation and use
of the traceability system.
1.3 implement and ensure
ownership by all project
stakeholders
of
the
traceability system
1.4 train trainers of the use
of the traceability system
1.5NTCDB,
international
partner(s) and the trained
trainers equip and train tea
producers’, collection center
managers, packagers, field
inspectors, data inputters
and any other stakeholders’
with a function in the use of
the traceability system
1.6 NTCDB, international
partner(s)and the trained
trainers develop/localize and
disseminate digital and nondigital awareness building
and
training
materials
targeted
at
different
stakeholders/users of the
traceability system.

Result 2: More Nepali
tea gets Organic
certification

Activities:
2.1
As
a
part
of
the
implementation plan to be
developed during the inception
phase, design a scheme for the
beneficiary tea producers to be
certified Organic (an “Organic
certification scheme”).
2.2 implement and ensure uptake
by all project stakeholders of the
Organic certification scheme
2.3 NTCDB and international
partner(s) train trainers of the
implementation of the Organic
certification scheme.
2.4 NTCDB and international
partner(s)and the trained trainers
train tea actors, particularly
women
and
youth,
in
implementing
the
Organic
certification scheme in farming,
harvesting, packaging, labeling,
marketing, and delivering and in
any other aspects of the tea value
chain
2.5 NTCDB and international
partner(s) and the trained trainers
provide hands-on support and
access to inputs for farmers’
seeking to go organic and meet
export quality standards under the
Organic certification scheme
2.6
NTCDBand
international
partner(s) and the trained trainers
support
farmer’s
groups/processors,
and
cooperatives
for
organic
certification and inspection under
the Organic certification scheme.
2.7
NTCDBand
international
partner(s) and the trained trainers
develop/localizeand disseminate
digital and non-digital awareness
building and training materials
targeted
at
differentstakeholders/users of the
Organic
certification
scheme
quality scheme

Outcome 2:Improved access to international markets of Nepali tea

Result 3:Nepal tea
brand and identity are
strengthened

Activities:
3.1 As a part of the
implementation plan to be
developed
during
the
inception phase, develop
procedures and guidelines
for
GI
implementation
mechanism,
support
in
experience
sharing
and
exchange of best practices in
implementing
GI,
and
support tea associations for
GI registration.
3.2 support implementation
of a collective trademark of
Nepal
Tea
through
awareness raising and other
relevant programs.
3.3 work with packers and
blenders serving the target
markets to adopt exquisite
packaging with Nepali touch

Result 4:Increased
access and sales to new
markets, including
increased use of eCommerce platform

Activities:
4.1 As a part of the implementation
plan to be developed during the
inception phase, identify new
markets (with premium) and their
requirements for access by highquality certified organic Nepali
orthodox tea
4.2 Develop and implement a
scheme that assists beneficiary tea
producers/exporters, particularly
women and youth, to penetrate
the surveyed markets. This may
also includesales through online
platforms. Markets can include
regional, traditional and nontraditionalinternational markets.
4.3 Develop supporting marketing
materials for attending trade fairs,
these can be short videos,
brochures, trading stories etc.
4.4 Support producers/exporters’,
particularly women entrepreneurs,
MoICS and NTCDB officials’
participation
in
relevant
international trade fairs seminar
and training
4.5 strengthen the existing
websites and portals of NTCDB,
trade portals and tea actors
4.6 Pprovide capacity building and
training to tea producers’,
particularly women and youth, for
online sales through the existing
websitesand portals of
NTCDB,trade portals and tea
actors.
4.7 Provide capacity building
support to the MoICS andNTCDB
officials to participate International
Trade Forum and events related to
Tea for trade negotiation,market
linkages and marketintelligence

Result 5: Tea sector
investment strategy

Activities:
5.1 Develop a tea sector
investment strategy that
takes into consideration
modernization of the sector
and improved export sales,
5.2. Support the
implementation of a set of
investment promotion
measures for increased FDI
anddomestic investment into
tea through enhanced
interagency coordination
among the trade and
investment support
institutions (eg. MoICS, DoI, ,
IBN, FNCCI etc.)
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Implementation in on-going CoVID-19 and Post CoVID-19 Period
1. Overall project goal and objectives will be relevant, as the income elasticity of Tea (orthodox Tea) is
low8, despite of fall in income of tea consuming markets. Moreover, the Tea sector in Nepal
potential contribution as per the NTIS 2016 Export performance and inclusive sustainable
Development Impact Matrix, to employment generation (High), women empowerment (High) and
value addition (High)9.
2. Sequencing of the result areas done according the impact of CoVID-19 (activities related to result
areas that are least effected will be implemented first)
3. On the activities level, the project will be gender sensitive, with focus on women and youth
beneficiaries. In response to CoVID-19, further activities for social inclusion and gender equality will
be strengthened (project beneficiaries’ gender disaggregated) at all level of project
implementation, including capacity building, exposures, certification and market promotion
activities.
4. Through the implementation of ‘National Strategy on Development and Use of E-commerce’,
MSMEs particularly that of women and youth in the Tea Sector will be supported for the use of Ecommerce platform10. The Government of Nepal is aiming to National Payment Gateway into
operation from this fiscal year, which is much waited facility for promotion of e-commerce in the
Country.11
5. Activities such as consultation and meeting will be augment with technology to minimizing direct
physical contacts as much as possible (such as Zoom, MS Team, Skype, Viber, and Messenger).
Works that can be carried out remotely (research, guidelines, strategy and other policies
documents) will be least affected. Therefore, can continue despite of current challenges.
6. To implement activities which require international expertise will be supplemented by national
experts. Hence, international experts could defer their travels for later period until the situation
gets improved.
7. Procuring human resources will not be affected, as the ToR for project manager has already been
drafted. After the input from EIF ES, the recruitment process could begin in advance with approval
from the EIF and TFM.
8. Procurements of services will be not affected as this is mostly done online12.
9. Market diversification will be also prioritized during the project implementation in view of avoiding
risks associated with border trade.

8

See for instance,
:http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/est/COMM_MARKETS_MONITORING/Tea/Documents/IGG_20/12-2demand.pdf, accessed in May 2020
9
Nepal Trade Integration Strategy (NTIS), 2016
10
https://moics.gov.np/media/Resources/Strategy/E-Commerce.pdf
11
Budget speech 2020/2021
https://mof.gov.np/uploads/document/file/%E0%A4%AC%E0%A4%9C%E0%A5%87%E0%A4%9F_%E0%A4%B5%E0%A
4%95%E0%A5%8D%E0%A4%A4%E0%A4%B5%E0%A5%8D%E0%A4%AF_%E0%A5%A8%E0%A5%A6%E0%A5%AD%E0%
A5%AD_website.pdf
12
See , https://bolpatra.gov.np/egp/
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SECTION VII: Project Accountability Arrangements
VII.1 Legal Status of the Implementing Entity
MoICS will be the Grant Recipient/Main Implementing Entity (MIE). MoICS/GoN has its own approved
administrative and financial arrangements and systems. The project operations will dovetail into the
already existing systems, except that the project’s funds, financial records and transactions will be kept
separate from the Ministry’s other finances. A separate or parallel filing system will be also maintained in
order to ease the processes of regular monitoring.

VII.2 Fiduciary Responsibilities
MoICS as MIE agrees to implement the Project as described in the Project Document. MoICS will ensure
that project funds are not used for the following charges: previous obligations, bad debts, severance
payments, indemnities arising from previous commitments, fines and penalties, land and property, military,
political or religious propaganda. MoICS will submit timely and accurate financial and programmatic
reports, including copies of original receipts, each Quarter and will also request the following Quarter’s
funding based on said progress. MoICS must cooperate with the TFM transparently with regards to all
project activities and must cooperate fully with scheduled audits. As MIE, full responsibility for the success
of the project must rest with the management of MoICS.
MoICS will undertake financial supervision, as per its full fiduciary responsibilities, of the implementation of
the Project through periodic meetings with NTCDB and visits to the sites of project implementation in
coordination with the NTCDB and other implementing partners. UNOPS will make payments to MoICS for
in-country project dispersion, subject to MoICS’s submission of timely and accurate financial and other
reports and their acceptance by UNOPS, satisfactory compliance of recommendations made by the EIF
Executive Secretariat and UNOPS, and the fulfilment of audit recommendations.
The EIF Programme will be afforded the same treatment the Government of Nepal affords to international
organizations present in their countries, such as, for example, on the matter of the payment of import
duties and taxes.

VII.3 Financial and Fiduciary Management
MoICS will sign a financing agreement with EIF, which will outline project details and implementation
modalities.
MoICS will use its Administrative and Financial Regulations with appropriate amendments where necessary
to suit the facilitation of implementation. In particular, all issues relating to budgeting and accountability,
recruitment, etc. shall be done in line with the MoICS procedures. The project will also be implemented in
respect with MoICS anti-corruption policy and any other policy and guidelines relevant to the project.
MoICS will take the responsibilities of expending finances, the payments relating to NTCDB will also be
supervised strictly . There will be internal audit.
MoICS opens a separately managed project account which will be decided by the Ministry of Finance. This
account will only hold funds related to this project and provided from the EIF. The account signatories will
be appointed after the account is opened.
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VII.4 Audit requirements
An annual audit will be performed by the Office of the Auditor General (OAG) to audit the project account.
The OAG will have the discretion of appointing an independent external auditor to audit the project. The
audit report will be prepared in the currency of recipient country Nepal rupee (NPR). The audit report,
management letter and its annexes will be shared with the EIF TFM. Project funds are made available to
cover the audit expenses. MoICS will bear responsibility for auditing other aspect of the project.

VII.5 Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
Overall responsibility and accountability for the management of the project lies with the MoICS. However,
for the Outcome 1 activities, responsibility for the day-to-day monitoring of the activities is with the
Implementing Entity, NTCDB. Project implementation will be facilitated by the ES in Geneva and the Trust
Fund Manager UNOPS.
NTCDB will report, as agreed between MoICS and the NTCDB, to MoICS. MoICS will prepare, as designated
by the EIF Board, project progress reports. For the Outcome 1 activities, NTCDB will prepare updated yearly
work plans and share them with MoICS. NIU will send the project progress reports and updated yearly work
plans to the PSC, Donor Facilitator, the ES, the TFM and other parties as requested.
MoICS will retain responsibility for overall monitoring of the project activities and include monitoring and
supervision of the project implementation into their yearly M&E Plans. It will be the responsibility of the
MoICS to ensure that the project remains within the policy parameters set by the Government of Nepal as
well as adhere to the micro-level parameters set by this project document.
Progress and financial reporting on the project will be submitted to the EIF secretariat on a quarterly basis
with annual reports delivered at the completion of each financials year.
The day today management of the project will be undertaken by the director of NTCBD, who will be
assigned as manager of the project. She/he will be supported by the project staff, NIU and assigned NTCDB
and MoICS staff. MoICS/NIU will dedicate a staff for the Project’s Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
function.
At the start of the Inception phase, a baseline study of the sector and beneficiary tea producers will be
undertaken. On the basis of the study, MoICS and NTCDB, with support from ITC/T4SD programme will
develop a comprehensive implementation plan, which will also include a monitoring plan, and risk
management to be drafted in consultation with the EIF ES and TFM.
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ANNEX: I

EIF National Steering Committee
under the Chairpersonship of
Honourable Minister, MoICS

Secretary (Commerce and
Supplies), MoICS, EIF National
Focal Point

Project Steering Committee (PSC) as envisioned in the project
proposal under the Chairpersonship of Joint Secretary,
(Multilateral Trade and Trade Cooperation Division), MoICS

National
Implementation
Unit (NIU- Core),
MoICS

•National
Implementation Unit
(NIU- Extended),
including Line
Ministries

Focal Point
National Tea and
Coffee
Development
Board (NTCDB)

Trade and
Export
Promotion
Center (TEPC)

Private Sector
Representatives
(CTCF, HOTPA
and others)

Project
Management
Unit (PMU)

Reporting Line
Coordination Line

Figure1:Institutional Organigram
Organigram
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the Province Level
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Local Level
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Project Focal Point, Under
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